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Objective: The primary aim of the present study was to evaluate the validity of proposed
DSM-5 criteria for autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Method: We analyzed symptoms from
14,744 siblings (8,911 ASD and 5,863 non-ASD) included in a national registry, the Interactive
Autism Network. Youth 2 through 18 years of age were included if at least one child in the
family was diagnosed with ASD. Caregivers reported symptoms using the Social Responsive-
ness Scale and the Social Communication Questionnaire. The structure of autism symptoms
was examined using latent variable models that included categories, dimensions, or hybrid
models specifying categories and subdimensions. Diagnostic efficiency statistics evaluated the
proposed DSM-5 algorithm in identifying ASD. Results: A hybrid model that included both
a category (ASD versus non-ASD) and two symptom dimensions (social communication/
interaction and restricted/repetitive behaviors) was more parsimonious than all other models
and replicated across measures and subsamples. Empirical classifications from this hybrid
model closely mirrored clinical ASD diagnoses (90% overlap), implying a broad ASD category
distinct from non-ASD. DSM-5 criteria had superior specificity relative to DSM-IV-TR criteria
(0.97 versus 0.86); however sensitivity was lower (0.81 versus 0.95). Relaxing DSM-5 criteria by
requiring one less symptom criterion increased sensitivity (0.93 versus 0.81), with minimal
reduction in specificity (0.95 versus 0.97). Conclusions: Results supported the validity of
proposed DSM-5 criteria for ASD as provided in Phase I Field Trials criteria. Increased
specificity of DSM-5 relative to DSM-IV-TR may reduce false positive diagnoses, a particularly
relevant consideration for low base rate clinical settings. Phase II testing of DSM-5 should
consider a relaxed algorithm, without which as many as 12% of ASD-affected individuals,
particularly females, will be missed. Relaxed DSM-5 criteria may improve identification of
ASD, decreasing societal costs through appropriate early diagnosis and maximizing interven-
tion resources. J. Am. Acad. Child Adolesc. Psychiatry, 2012;51(1):28–40. Key Words:
autism spectrum disorder, diagnosis, factor analysis, latent class, factor mixture
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A utisms are a highly heterogeneous set of
disorders with wide variations in symp-
tom severity, intellectual level, and func-

tional disability.1 The importance of accurately
identifying individuals with autism has never
been greater, particularly given the growing
prevalence,2 considerable family and societal
costs,3 and recognized importance of early diag-
nosis and intervention. DSM-5 field trials have

This article is discussed in an editorial by Dr. Bennett L. Leventhal
on page 6.
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recently begun evaluating new diagnostic criteria
that contain several important modifications rel-
ative to DSM-IV-TR.4,5 The most remarkable
change was combining specific DSM-IV-TR diag-
noses into a single broad autism spectrum disor-
der (ASD). This proposed change has generated
considerable apprehension from patients and
their families, who are concerned that individu-
als diagnosed with Asperger’s disorder will be
orphaned or will receive inappropriate service
provision.6 Yet, to date, there is little evidence
hat Asperger’s disorder is qualitatively distinct
rom other autism diagnoses at the symptom
evel, or that the new criteria will underidentify

igh-functioning ASD.7 The present study eval-
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VALIDATION OF DSM-5 CRITERIA FOR AUTISM
uates an important aspect of this controversy—
namely, symptom continuity between individu-
als with Asperger’s disorder and other ASD
cases—by explicitly testing conflicting views of
the nature of autism symptom structure.

The first viewpoint proposes that autism
symptoms are best represented dimensionally,
with differences between typical and ASD symp-
tom levels being a matter of degree (i.e., no
distinct ASD category is present).8 This perspec-
tive is supported by the observations from pop-
ulation and family studies of a broad distribution
of observed autism symptoms in the population,9

elevated levels of autism traits in siblings and
other family members of affected cases,10,11 and
shifting toward greater autism symptoms in chil-
dren whose parents both show subthreshold au-
tism traits.12 Also compelling are possible genetic
heterogeneity of symptom domains13,14 and the
substantial variability of autism symptoms
among identical twins.15,16 This evidence points
toward the need to include a dimensional concep-
tualization of autism symptoms in its diagnosis.

The second viewpoint is that autism sym-
ptoms represent a category, with qualitative
differences in symptom levels between ASD-
affected and unaffected individuals.17-19 Two
recent studies supported the categorical concep-
tualization of autism, identifying a latent symp-
tom category parsing ASD and non-ASD cases.20,21

Longitudinal studies of early (age 2 years) and
later (ages 3-9 years) diagnoses also support the
notion of a single, distinct ASD category.22,23

These studies found strong stability of the broad
ASD distinction but substantial shifting within
specific DSM-IV diagnoses. Similarly, most stud-
ies of ASD symptoms and cognitive processes
have identified only quantitative distinctions
among DSM-IV disorders.7,24,25

It is possible that both viewpoints are correct,
and that categorical and dimensional aspects of
autism symptoms should be considered in the
conceptualization of ASD. In fact, in addition to
an ASD category, DSM-5 also identifies two
symptom dimensions—Social Communication
and Interaction (SCI) and Restricted, Repetitive
Behavior (RRB)—that collapse the three DSM-
IV-TR domains. Thus, DSM-5 presents a complex
model with a single ASD category superimposed
on two primary symptom dimensions. The pres-
ent study investigated the plausibility of the
DSM-5 conceptualization of autism symptoms by

comparing categorical, dimensional, and hybrid a
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latent variable models (Aim 1).26-28 Based on the
DSM-5 model of ASD, we hypothesized that
autism symptoms would be most parsimoni-
ously represented by hybrid models specifying a
categorical distinction (ASD versus non-ASD)
and two dimensions (SCI and RRB).

The distinction between dimensional, categor-
ical, and hybrid models has relevance beyond
diagnostic conceptualization, affecting the clini-
cal assessment approach. If autism symptoms are
best represented by a latent category, the preva-
lence of ASD, sibling recurrence rates, and the
most useful diagnostic criteria are defined. In this
case, an evidence-based medicine approach to
clinical assessment that includes the generation
of post-test probabilities of diagnosis is indi-
cated.29 In this scenario, instruments should be

sed to optimize classification rather than only
rading autism symptom severity. In contrast, if
nly a latent continuum is needed to describe
utism symptoms, additional research is needed
o link the continuum to clinically relevant out-
omes, such as functional deficits, before setting a
iagnostic threshold. If hybrid models are sup-
orted, integration of the above approaches will
e needed to most accurately characterize the
resence versus absence of ASD and to grade
ymptom severity.

Identifying the latent structure of autism also
acilitates the design and analysis of future re-
earch.30,31 If the latent structure of autism is

categorical, then traditional group comparison
research is optimized if individuals are accu-
rately sorted into ASD and non-ASD groups.
Alternatively, if a continuum is identified, re-
search designs will be more efficient if autism
symptoms are measured as quantitative traits
and regression or latent factor approaches are
implemented rather than group comparisons. A
latent ASD category might also facilitate future
neurobiological and genomic research. For exam-
ple, a latent category may support developmen-
tal models postulating distinct divergence in
brain structure and function.32,33 An ASD cate-

ory could also favor molecular models empha-
izing the primacy of strong individual genomic
ffects,34-37 such as private mutations or copy

number variations involving genes crucial for
early brain maturation,38 although this is less
ertain because of the potential for genetic
hreshold effects. In contrast, strictly dimensional
epresentations of autism would suggest graded

lterations in brain development, overlapping
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FRAZIER et al.
typical brain trajectories, and a primary role for
polygenic common variation and other additive
genomic and environmental effects.37,39,40 Fi-
nally, hybrid models of ASD symptoms may
imply a more complex pattern, such as combina-
tions of rare and common variation as well as
environmental effects contributing to the ASD
phenotype.27,41 Comparing models of autism
symptom structure will be crucial for advancing
diagnostic criteria, clinical assessment, and fu-
ture molecular and neurobiological research.

The present study also evaluated specific
changes in the proposed DSM-5 algorithm exam-
ined in phase I trials (Aim 2). These changes
include the following: collapsing three domains
into two, namely, Social Communication and
Interaction (SCI) and Restricted, Repetitive Be-
havior (RRB); requiring all SCI criteria and at
least two of four RRB criteria to be met; necessi-
tating at least two specific symptoms present per
criterion; providing a separate RRB criterion
evaluating sensory sensitivities and unusual sen-
sory interests; and adding subtle behavioral man-
ifestations of high-functioning ASD. Thus, as a
secondary aim, we explored the relative classifi-
cation accuracy of DSM-IV-TR and proposed
DSM-5 criteria to inform future diagnostic revi-
sions in Phase II trials and to provide guidance to
evaluating clinicians.

METHOD
Sample
Data were obtained from the Interactive Autism
Network (IAN; www.ianproject.org), a U.S., Internet-
based registry for families with one or more ASD-
affected child (IAN Data Export ID: IAN_DATA_2010-
07-06). Families were eligible for enrollment in IAN if
the parent or legal guardian who provided informa-
tion was English speaking, the family lived in the
United States, and their child was diagnosed with an
ASD by a professional. To be included in the present
study, caregivers must have reported ASD symptom
data for at least one ASD-affected child. Caregivers
also reported whether each registered child was clini-
cally diagnosed with ASD and, if ASD affected, the
specific diagnosis obtained from a prior clinical eval-
uation. The vast majority of clinical ASD diagnoses
(93%) were provided by a doctoral level professional
or team. A substantial proportion of youth (74.9%)
were diagnosed using the Autism Diagnostic Interview—
Revised, the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule,
or both. Of these youth, 98.7% scored in the ASD-
affected range for one or both instruments. A recent

study of youth from the IAN registry provided addi-
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tional support for the validity of clinical ASD diagno-
ses.42 In this study, randomly selected verbal youth

ith a score higher than 12 on the SCQ were evaluated
sing the Autism Diagnostic Interview—Revised and
y an expert clinician’s observation. The great majority
f youth (98%) were confirmed to have a DSM-IV-TR
linical diagnosis of ASD.

Autism symptoms, ages of developmental mile-
tones, and other developmental concerns were also
eported for siblings without a clinical ASD diagnosis.
his non-ASD sibling subsample includes substantial
roportions of youth who have caregiver-reported
iagnoses of ADHD (11.8%), anxiety disorder (5.4%),
ood disorder (4.2%), intellectual disability (0.5%),
otor delay (6.6%), and/or language delay (20.2%). A

ontrivial fraction of these siblings also show charac-
eristics of the broad autism phenotype.43 For these

reasons, we refer to these youth as parent-designated
non-ASD siblings. The heterogeneity of these siblings
provides a reasonable comparison for examining both
the latent structure and the relative efficiency of diag-
nostic criteria.

Informed consent was obtained from parents or
guardians for all participants before entry into the
IAN data collection. The procedures of IAN were
reviewed and approved by the institutional review
board of Kennedy Krieger Institute. The procedures
of the present study were reviewed and approved by
the institutional review board of the Cleveland
Clinic.

Measures
Autism symptom data were provided using the Social
Responsiveness Scale (SRS)44 and/or the Social Com-

unication Questionnaire (SCQ).45 The SRS is 65-item,
ordinally scaled (1 � “not true” to 4 � “almost always
true”) questionnaire that provides a quantitative as-
sessment of the severity of autism traits. The SCQ is a
dichotomously keyed (yes/no) rating scale that con-
sists of 40 questions, many of which tap DSM-IV-TR
symptom domains. Lifetime ratings referenced the
child’s behavior throughout their developmental his-
tory, increasing diagnostic validity.46 Both the SRS and

CQ have been extensively validated and distinguish
outh with autism from those with other psychiatric
onditions.44,47-49 SRS subscales provide a quantitative

assessment of ASD symptoms and decrease the likeli-
hood of falsely identifying a latent category because
of limited scaling. Because the SRS includes only one
scale evaluating RRB behaviors, we randomly di-
vided the 12 items on the autism mannerisms scale
into four packets to improve identification of the
RRB domain in latent variable models. Packets or
parcels have important psychometric advantages
compared with directly analyzing items scores, in-
cluding increasing the reliability and variance of the
scales, and improving model stability and interpret-

ability.50
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VALIDATION OF DSM-5 CRITERIA FOR AUTISM
Data Analysis
The hypothesis that autism symptoms would be most
parsimoniously explained by a category (ASD versus
non-ASD) and two subdimensions (SCI and RRB) was
evaluated by estimating a series of latent class (LCA;
two to six classes) and exploratory factor analyses
(EFA; one to three factors) (Aim 1). Latent class anal-
ysis assumes the existence of discrete categories,
whereas exploratory factor analysis assumes latent
dimensions or continua of symptoms. Recent develop-
ments in latent variable modeling now permit the
simultaneous integration of categories and dimen-
sions.26,27 These hybrid factor mixture (FM) models
integrate both EFA and LCA, with latent factors mod-
eled across classes. Comparing the fit of EFA, LCA,
and FM models addresses the question of whether
categories (classes), dimensions (factors), or both are
needed to represent autism symptoms. When applied
to autism symptom data, hybrid models examine
whether autism symptoms measure one or more di-
mensions as well as whether individual differences in
those dimensions result from one or more groups of
individuals. If a single group provides optimal fit, then
dimensions capture graded increases in autism symp-
tom levels. If two or more groups provide superior fit,
then symptom dimensions result from two or more
distinct groups or distributions (e.g., ASD versus non-
ASD, or autism versus Asperger’s versus non-ASD).
Based on empirical work, the results of LCA and EFA
models guided the selection of plausible FM mod-
els.26,51 For example, if a two-factor EFA fit better than
three-factor models, FM models emphasized one- and
two-factor solutions, as it is unlikely that three-factor
FM models would improve fit when both factors and
classes were included.

Models were fit in the total available samples
(including ASD and non-ASD siblings) and the non-
ASD sibling subsamples. Sibling comparators were
examined separately because the full sample may be
biased toward identification of a pseudo-category be-
cause of the polarizing effects of social comparison
processes or rater contrast effects (i.e., rating presumed
non-ASD siblings as very healthy and ASD siblings as
very severely affected). Estimating models in non-ASD
siblings circumvents this potential bias. We expected
to observe a low base rate class with significant ASD
symptoms in the sibling comparison subsample. This
expectation was based on previous analyses,20 the
observation of high SCQ and SRS scores in a nontrivial
minority of caregiver-designated non-ASD siblings in
the IAN registry (�3% show SCQ total score �15
and/or SRS total t score �70), a similar observation of
high scoring youth with autism or neurobehavioral
disorders in population samples,47 and recent findings
of language delay with autistic qualities of speech in a
minority of these siblings.43 Primary analyses focused
on the SRS because this measure evaluates autism

symptoms as a quantitative trait and is less biased
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toward identifying categorical latent structure. Sensi-
tivity analyses were also conducted with the SCQ.
These analyses were conducted to internally replicate
latent variable model findings using this very different
type of measure and to determine the sensitivity of
model findings to variations in sampling (see Table S1,
available online, which presents the sample/sub-
sample, item/scale set, and purpose of each latent
variable model analysis).

All models were estimated accounting for the clus-
tered nature of the sibling data. LCA models assumed
conditional independence of variables within classes.
FM models were estimated specifying strict or strong
measurement invariance across classes.52 The pattern

f model comparisons was similar, and therefore re-
ults were presented with strong measurement in-
ariance. The best-fitting models were determined
y comparing the Bayesian Information Criteria
BIC),26,28 in which lower values indicate better model

fit. Results were highly similar for the Akaike and
sample-adjusted Bayesian criteria. Class proportions
were also evaluated for FM models to ensure that
better fitting models did not overfit the observed score
distribution. Empirically derived class assignments
(ASD versus non-ASD) were computed using the
best-fitting model.52 These assignments served as an
dditional proxy of ASD diagnosis,53 complementing

clinical ASD diagnoses. The terms “ASD class” and
“non-ASD class” described these empirical assign-
ments even when they were derived from the caregiver-
designated non-ASD sibling subsample. Independent-
sample t tests and �2 tests evaluated differences in
developmental milestones across empirical classifica-
tions in the non-ASD siblings. Differences in the ages
of developmental milestones were anticipated to be
small in magnitude across ASD and non-ASD empir-
ical classifications. Thus, they were not expected to be
clinically meaningful, but, rather, to provide theoreti-
cal validation of the notion of a small ASD class in
these caregiver-designated non-ASD siblings.

To explore the relative classification accuracy of
DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5, autism symptoms from the
SCQ and SRS were mapped onto DSM-IV-TR and
proposed DSM-5 diagnostic criteria (see Table S2,
available online). SCQ items were mapped first with a
limited number of SRS items (eight total) chosen only
to fill gaps where SCQ items did not evaluate a DSM-5
symptom. Because SCQ items are based on DSM-
IV-TR criteria, only six SRS items were included to
provide a balance of the total number of items mapped
to DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 criteria. SCQ items were
predominant to ensure that subsequent analyses were
favored DSM-IV-TR rather than DSM-5 criteria. This
yields a stronger test of the relative efficiency of
DSM-5 criteria rather than predominantly SRS items,
which were not developed in relation to diagnostic
criteria. Mapped DSM-IV-TR criteria were considered

met if any of the algorithms for autistic disorder, PDD
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NOS, or Asperger’s disorder were endorsed. Algo-
rithms were followed as specified in the Phase I Field
Trials criteria. Iterations of this criteria were also
examined, including the most recent iteration as of this
writing that requires only one specific symptom pres-
ent per criterion.5 SCQ and SRS item mapping was
done in a subsample with complete data on both
measures. Because most individuals enrolling in IAN
receive the SCQ, this subsample has highly similar
composition to the SRS sample (see Results for com-
parison of SCQ and SRS samples).

Analyses compared the sensitivity and specificity of
DSM-IV-TR, proposed DSM-5, and alterations of
DSM-5 to proxy ASD diagnoses. Greater weight was
given to specificity to limit false-positive ASD diagno-
ses. Analyses of the DSM-5 algorithm are exploratory
because criteria were not perfectly mapped, the non-
ASD sibling sample is not equivalent to a clinical
comparison sample, clinical observation was not in-
cluded, and proxies for ASD diagnosis are only esti-
mates of true ASD. However, because of the important
role of parent report, particularly for symptom history
in older individuals and for behaviors that are difficult
to observe in an office visit,54 these analyses provide a
reasonable evaluation of the relative efficiency of dif-
ferent versions of diagnostic criteria.

Latent variable models were estimated using MPlus
v5.2. All other analyses used SPSS version 18 (SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL). Effect sizes are presented as Cohen’s
d with conventions of very small (d �0.10), small (d �
0.20), medium (0.50), and large (d � 0.80).55

RESULTS
Sample Characteristics
The total IAN sample included symptom data
from 14,774 youth aged 2 to 18 years (8,911 ASD;
5,863 caregiver-designated non-ASD siblings)
provided by 10,038 caregivers. There was a pre-
dominance of males with clinical ASD diagnoses
(82.3%) and females in the sibling comparison
group (53.9%), consistent with the sex ratio of
autism. SRS data were available from 6,949 youth
(4,248 ASD and 2,701 non-ASD siblings), and
SCQ data were available from 14,200 youth
(8,606 ASD and 5,594 non-ASD siblings), respec-
tively. The smaller SRS sample had highly similar
demographic and clinical characteristics to the
larger SCQ sample with a three notable excep-
tions. First, the SRS sample was slightly older
(SRS mean � 8.40, standard deviation [SD] �
3.99, SCQ mean � 7.53, SD � 4.37; t (14772) �
12.69, p � .001, d � 0.21) because the instrument
is completed only for individuals aged 4 years
and older, whereas the SCQ is completed for

individuals aged 2 and older. In addition, the
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otal SRS sample included fewer nonverbal indi-
iduals even when only youth ages 4 and older
re considered (SRS 8.4%, SCQ 12.8%; �2(1) �

61.10, p � .001; d � 0.14) and a slightly higher
proportion of white/non-Hispanic individuals
(SRS 86.3%, SCQ 85.0%; �2(1) � 5.42, p � .020;

� 0.04). The above differences, although statis-
ically significant, ranged from very small to
mall in magnitude. The SRS and SCQ samples
ad similar distributions across sex and specific
SM-IV-TR ASD diagnoses, and showed equiv-

lent proportions of individuals receiving the
DOS or ADI-R as part of their clinical diagnos-

ic evaluation (largest �2(1) � 3.65, p � .05).
Additional characteristics of the IAN sample
have been described elsewhere.20,43

Model Fit (Aim 1)
Table 1 displays comparisons for models using
SRS subscales. LCA models showed steady im-
provements in fit from two- to six-class solutions,
but no minimum was reached for any informa-
tion criterion, and fit was generally weaker than
EFA models. The two-factor EFA model divided
SRS social and autism mannerisms variables con-
sistent with proposed DSM-5 SCI and RRB do-
mains. The three-factor EFA model fit better, but
had only one minor loading on the third factor.
Therefore, FM models were estimated with two
factors separating social and autism mannerism
variables.28

The two-factor/three-class FM model fit
slightly better than all other models. However,
the third class appears to overfit the symptom
distribution by splitting ASD-affected youth ac-
cording to extreme and less extreme groups
across all SRS scales. Despite the large sample
size, there were no significant differences in the
proportion of individuals diagnosed with autistic
disorder, PDD NOS, or Asperger’s disorder be-
tween these classes [�2(1) � 2.45, p � .118],
indicating that no additional information was
added by retaining the third class. Furthermore,
the third class tended to fit more poorly and was
not replicated in other analyses. Thus, the two-
factor/two-class FM model represented the most
parsimonious solution (Figure 1).

Supporting our prediction, similar results
were obtained in the non-ASD sibling sub-
sample. EFA and LCA models fit more poorly
(lowest BIC � 42420) than FM models. The
two-factor/three-class FM model fit best (BIC �

41480) but the third class (5%) overfit extreme
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scores with no qualitative differences in symp-
tom pattern. The two-factor/two-class FM model
was most parsimonious (BIC � 41981).

Figure 1 displays results of the two-factor/
two-class hybrid model. Base rates of the ASD
and non-ASD empirically derived classes are
presented for both the total sample and non-ASD
sibling subsample. In the total sample, the ASD
class had a high base rate (63%) that was similar
to the base rate of caregiver-reported clinical
ASD diagnosis (60%). In the non-ASD sibling
subsample, a low base rate of the ASD class (9%)
was observed. This was consistent with the pre-
diction of only a small proportion of non-ASD
siblings having ASD and should be viewed in
light of suggestions from the empirical litera-
ture that small base rates such as this may be
overestimated.52

Figure 1 also presents ASD and non-ASD class
means and standard deviations for SRS social
and autism mannerism T scores, separately for
the total and non-ASD sibling subsamples. The
means and standard deviations show strong sep-
aration of scores across ASD and non-ASD
classes in both samples. Figure 2 plots SRS social
and autism mannerism T-scores for youth in
ASD and non-ASD classes, separately for the
total sample (left panel) and the non-ASD sibling
subsample (right panel). Inspection of the total
sample (left panel) reveals clustering of class
values into ASD (orange) and non-ASD classes
(blue). However, broad dimensions of symptom
severity were also present within each cluster,

TABLE 1 Model Comparisons, Fit Statistics, and Class Pr

Model Factor/Class No. LL Par. BIC

LCA Two-class �134017 25 268256
Three-class �127148 34 254598
Four-class �124544 43 249468
Five-class �123150 52 246759
Six-class �122499 61 245537

EFA One-factor �123767 24 247746
Two-factor �122803 31 245881
Three-factor �122575 37 245478

FM Two-factor one-class �122994 25 246208
Two-factor two-class �122055 35 244420
Two-factor three-class �118305 47 237027

Note: Lower values of the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) indicate bet
pattern. Factor mixture models specified strong measurement invaria
disorder–affected youth. EFA � exploratory factor analysis; FM � facto
number; Par. � number of estimated parameters.
with higher variance and a weaker correlation
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between social and autism mannerisms scales in
the ASD class (correlations are presented in Fig-
ure 1). For the total sample (left panel), social and
autism mannerism T scores in the ASD class
(orange) ranged from 45 to more than 100. Social
and autism mannerism T scores were lower in
the non-ASD class, ranging from 35 to 65. A
similar pattern was observed for the non-ASD
sibling subsample (right panel). The only excep-
tion was that the ASD class derived from the
non-ASD sibling subsample is considerably
smaller and has few very high scores relative to
the ASD class from the total sample. Importantly,
and despite overlapping score ranges, ASD and
non-ASD classes showed very large (d � 2.0),
highly significant separation on SRS social and
autism mannerism t scores [smallest t(2699) �
57.3, p � .001, d � 2.21]. Large separation on
these scores suggested that low and high scores
might have clinical utility for separating ASD
and non-ASD classifications. To examine this
possibility, we computed likelihood ratios for
low (T � 50) and high score (T � 65) ranges on
SRS scales in the total sample. Low scores on
both the SRS social and autism mannerism scales
were highly useful for decreasing the probability
of ASD (likelihood ratio � 0.007). High scores on
both scales greatly increased the probability of
ASD (likelihood ratio � 14.3).

Sensitivity Analyses
To examine the sensitivity of model comparisons

tions Based on Autism Symptoms

Comparison Class Proportions

0.57, 0.43
0.31, 0.32, 0.37
0.17, 0.20, 0.30, 0.33
0.10, 0.13, 0.21, 0.25, 0.31

st fitting LCA 0.09, 0.11, 0.19, 0.19, 0.12, 0.30

rsimonious EFA
st-fitting EFA

rsimonious model 0.63, 0.37
st-fitting overall 0.14, 0.56, 0.30

kaike Information Criterion and sample-adjusted BIC showed an identical
Boldface type designates classes with predominantly autism spectrum
re model analysis; LCA � latent class analysis; LL � log likelihood; No. �
opor

Be

Pa
Be

Pa
Be

ter fit. A
nce.

r mixtu
to the measure used (SRS versus SCQ) and sam-
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pling characteristics, the same set of models were
estimated using SCQ items across the total avail-
able sample and several demographic sub-
samples (non-ASD siblings, verbal youth,

FIGURE 1 Two-factor/two-class model using the
Social Responsiveness Scale in the total available sample
(N � 6,949) and sibling subsample without autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) (N � 2,701). Note: The ASD
class had substantially higher symptom levels (T scores)
than the non-ASD class in both the total sample and
non-ASD sibling subsample (p � .001). Non-ASD
siblings designate model results for the non-ASD sibling
subsample. SC 1-4 � social communication/interaction
scales from the Social Responsiveness Scale. AM 1-4 �
autism mannerisms item packets from the Social
Responsiveness Scale. Horizontal black line separates
results for the empirically derived ASD and non-ASD
classes. Curved double-headed arrows represent factor
correlations in the ASD and non-ASD classes.
multiple-incidence families, females, age �7 f
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years, and age �7 years). The pattern of results
for each set of model comparisons was highly
similar to the primary models using SRS indict-
ors. EFA supported the presence of two primary
factors. LCA tended to require a large number of
latent classes to approximate FM model fit. The
two-factor/two-class FM model was typically the
best fitting and always the most parsimonious
model in the SCQ total and subsamples. The SCQ
total sample closely matches the complete IAN
registry,56 ensuring that results were not a func-
ion of a biased subset of IAN. Results also
eneralized across changes in FM model specifi-
ations.26,28,52

Validity of Empirically Defined ASD
Total sample FM classifications closely mirrored
clinical ASD diagnosis (90% of youth classified
identically; � � 0.78). Empirical classifications
from the non-ASD subsample included a higher
proportion of females identified as belonging to
the ASD class (50.9%) relative to empirical clas-
sifications from the total sample (20.8%), rein-
forcing the notion that female siblings may be
underidentified by caregivers as having ASD.10,57

Figure 3 presents the ages at which develop-
mental milestones were achieved in caregiver-
designated non-ASD siblings, separately for
empirically identified ASD and non-ASD classes.
Individuals in the ASD class were reported to
have later ages of first words (ASD class: mean �
12.6 months, SD � 9.0; non-ASD class: mean �
10.9 months, SD � 4.9), walking (ASD class:
mean � 12.8 months, SD � 3.2; non-ASD class:
mean � 12.1 months, SD � 2.5), meaningful
phrase speech (ASD class: mean � 22.6 months,
SD � 11.4; non-ASD class mean: � 18.7 months,

D � 5.9), and toilet training (ASD class mean: �
5.6 months, SD � 12.7; non-ASD class: mean �
1.0 months, SD � 9.3) relative to youth in the
on-ASD class. These differences were all highly
ignificant (all p � .001) and remained highly
ignificant when excluding youth with intellec-
ual disability. Thus, caregiver-designated non-
SD siblings empirically classified into an ASD

ategory showed a reliable pattern of develop-
ental delay across a range of early milestones.
owever, these delays tended to be subtle and
ighly variable across cases. As a result the above
ifferences tended to be small (largest d � 0.33)
nd are not large enough to be clinically useful

or distinguishing ASD from non-ASD cases.
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VALIDATION OF DSM-5 CRITERIA FOR AUTISM
DSM-IV-TR Versus DSM-5 (Aim 2)
Table 2 presents sensitivity and specificity of
DSM-IV-TR, proposed DSM-5, and modified
DSM-5 criteria to proxy ASD diagnoses. DSM-
IV-TR and DSM-5 criteria showed substantial,
but far from complete, overlap (� � 0.74, agree-
ment � 87.1%). DSM-5 criteria had superior
specificity, but lower sensitivity relative to

FIGURE 2 Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) social a
spectrum disorder (ASD) and non-ASD classes in the to
ASD sibling subsample (N � 2,701; right panel). Note
subscales. Higher scores indicate greater impairment. E
(n � 500).

FIGURE 3 Age of reported developmental milestones
(mean � 95% confidence interval) for siblings without
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) empirically classified
into the ASD and non-ASD classes.
p
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SM-IV criteria (p � .001). The increase in spec-
ficity is remarkable in that it could reduce false
ositives by more than four times the estimated
SM-IV-TR rate (DSM-5 � 3% versus DSM-

V-TR � 14%). Interestingly, relaxing the DSM-5
lgorithm to require one less symptom from
ither SCI or RRB provided the best balance of
ensitivity and specificity. With the relaxed algo-
ithm an additional 11% to 12% of ASD cases
ould be captured (Table 2, comparing sensitiv-

ty values in row 2 versus row 3). The superior
ensitivity of a relaxed DSM-5 algorithm was at
east partly due to decreased endorsement of two
CI criteria and one RRB criterion in older youth.
pecifically, we observed a weak, but highly
ignificant, negative relationship between age of
he child and endorsement of the DSM-5 non-
erbal communication, relationships, and repeti-
ive behavior criteria (age with SCI criterion A2:
onverbal communication r � �0.10; age with
CI criterion A3:relationships, r � �0.09; age
ith RRB criterion B1:repetitive behaviors, r �
0.09; all p � .001).
Including symptoms tapping subtler behav-

oral manifestations of high-functioning ASD im-

utism mannerism T scores cluster within autism
vailable sample (N � 6,949; left panel) and non-

S social T scores are the average of the four social
figure is based upon a random subsample
nd a
tal a
: SR
ach
roved sensitivity (0.81 versus 0.64). Symptoms
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evaluating social difficulties in high-functioning
ASD included: impaired social understanding or
awareness (SRS 4), literal or pedantic use of
language (SRS 10), difficulties in adjusting behav-
ior to various contexts (SRS 52), unusual prosody
(SRS 53), and problems with body orientation or
social distance (SRS 55). The sizable improve-
ment in sensitivity was attributable to a higher
proportion of individuals with Asperger’s disor-
der being correctly identified when these symp-
toms were included (78.3% versus 58.7%). Detec-
tion of Asperger’s disorder was further enhanced
using the relaxed algorithm described above
(90.9%). Adding sensory sensitivities and un-
usual interests as a RRB criterion also improved
sensitivity (0.81 versus 0.78) without substan-
tially altering specificity. Requiring two specific
symptom endorsements per DSM-5 criterion en-
hanced specificity (0.97 versus 0.90), although it
is important to note that sensitivity is highest
(0.96) when only one symptom is required per
criterion. This version of criteria may be pre-
ferred in high base rate settings where specificity
is less crucial. The same pattern of findings was
observed across both ASD diagnostic proxies.
Results were also consistent across clinically rel-
evant groups (age �7 years, age �7 years, fe-
males, verbal youth, and multiple-incidence fam-
ilies), with the notable exception that sensitivity

TABLE 2 Sensitivity and Specificity of DSM-IV-TR, Propo
Empirically Derived Classifications

Sensi

DSM-IV-TR 0.9
DSM-5: Field Trial Phase I 0.8
DSM-5: Relaxed Algorithm (one less criterion) 0.9
DSM-5: Without High-Functioning Symptoms 0.6
DSM-5: Without Sensory Sensitivity/Interests 0.7
DSM-5: One symptom per criterion 0.9

Note: Comparison of DSM-IV-TR and proposed DSM-5 criteria was d
Questionnaire (SCQ) and Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) (N � 6,4
the total available SRS sample. All 95% confidence intervals were �0.0
(ASD) were determined from field trials criteria and included the followin
orientation or social distance (SRS 55), impaired social understanding
(SRS 52). DSM-5: Field Trials Phase I refers to Phase I Field Trials criteri
criterion) refers to relaxed Phase I Field Trials criteria with the modificatio
repetitive behavior is required for diagnosis. DSM-5: One Symptom Pe
symptom per criterion.
and specificity tended to be slightly weaker in c
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youth age less than 7 years of age and in multiple-
incidence families (see Table S3, available on-
line).

DISCUSSION
In this investigation, a hybrid model, closely
matching proposed DSM-5 criteria for ASD,
yielded the most parsimonious representation of
autism symptoms. The model included both a
categorical distinction between youth with and
without ASD and dimensional representations of
social communication and interaction difficulties
and restricted, repetitive behavior. Sensitivity
analyses supported this hybrid conceptualization
of ASD with generalization across measurement
scales and demographic subsamples. Further-
more, results were consistent with taxometric
analyses of autism symptom data from this sam-
ple.20 If the present results are replicated, large-
sample neurobiological studies will be useful for
determining whether biological markers of the
categorical ASD distinction can be identified58 or

hether the DSM-5 ASD diagnosis can be em-
irically parsed into biologically meaningful
ubphenotypes.

The hybrid model merges two previously com-
eting views of ASD symptoms—dimensional and

SM-5, and Modified Criteria for Clinical Diagnosis and

Clinical
D Diagnosis

Empirically Derived
Classifications

Specificity Sensitivity Specificity

0.86 0.92 0.83
0.97 0.78 0.95
0.95 0.89 0.92
0.98 0.61 0.97
0.97 0.75 0.96
0.90 0.92 0.87

sing a subsample with complete data on the Social Communication
his sample had highly similar demographic and clinical characteristics to
ptoms tapping high-functioning manifestations of autism spectrum disorder
al or pedantic use of language (SRS 10), unusual prosody (SRS 53), body
areness (SCQ 4), and difficulties in adjusting behavior to various contexts
required two symptoms per criterion. DSM-5: Relaxed Algorithm (one less
ne less criterion from either social communication/interaction or restricted,
rion refers to the currently proposed DSM-5 criteria that required only one
sed D

AS

tivity

5
1
3
4
8
6

one u
26). T
1. Sym
g: liter
or aw
a that
n that o
r Crite
ategorical perspectives.9,20 Figure 2 provides a
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VALIDATION OF DSM-5 CRITERIA FOR AUTISM
visualization of how an ASD diagnostic category
can be superimposed on quantitative symptom
distributions, clarifying the underlying nature
of autism symptoms. Merging categorical and
dimensional models presents the opportunity
to enhance clinical assessment through a two-
pronged approach. In this approach, assessment
tools will provide both quantitative evalu-
ation of symptom severity and generate post-
test probabilities of ASD diagnosis following
evidence-based medicine procedures.29 A key
next step will be to identify or adapt gold-
standard measures that map DSM-5 criteria and
can be used in an evidence-based medicine fash-
ion to generate post-test probabilities of ASD.59

Dissemination of these measures to clinicians is
essential to meet the growing demand for early
diagnosis of ASD.

The presence of an ASD versus non-ASD
distinction coheres with data identifying a diver-
gent trajectory of brain development in ASD.32,33

The hybrid model of ASD also meshes with an
emerging understanding of the complexity of
autism genetics. Clearly, the present findings do
not specify a genomic mechanism. However,
they do cohere with recent findings from
genomic studies identifying roles for highly pen-
etrant mono- or oligogenic effects and modifying
effects from common variants and epigenetic
processes.41,60-62 It is important to note that the
presence of a categorical distinction (ASD versus
no ASD) does not rule out a role for quantitative
biological variation. These constitute different
levels of analysis: For example, combinations of
quantitative trait loci can produce threshold ef-
fects that might manifest as categorical distribu-
tions of symptoms. With this important caveat in
mind, future genomic and neurobiological stud-
ies will benefit from designs and analytic meth-
ods that incorporate both the categorical and
dimensional nature of ASD symptoms. Doing so
will facilitate capturing the full nature and intri-
cacy of ASD.

Findings from exploratory analyses supported
the diagnostic efficiency of the proposed DSM-5
Phase I Field Trials algorithm in identifying ASD.
The only exception was possible relaxing of the
algorithm by requiring one less SCI or RRB
criterion, which may increase capture of ASD-
affected individuals by as much as 11% to 12%.
Relaxing the number of criteria required may be

particularly important for improving sensitivity a
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o individuals previously classified as having
sperger’s disorder or other underidentified

ubgroups of ASD-affected youth57,63 and for
nhancing detection in settings in which reports
f early-life symptoms are not readily obtained
e.g., adopted children or youth in foster or
uvenile justice settings). Accounting for these
ndividuals would be consistent with the DSM
ask force efforts to improve the applicability of
he diagnostic system across subgroups. Addi-
ional studies of the influence of age on DSM-5
SD criteria will also be vital, particularly given

he superior validity of retrospective reports of
arlier symptoms and the primary role of care-
iver report in evaluations of older individuals.46

The present results suggest that caregiver report
may be less helpful in distinguishing younger
children (age �7 years) with ASD and affected
and unaffected youth from multiple-incidence
families. Careful clinical observation may be cru-
cial for accurate diagnosis in these groups.

The superior specificity of DSM-5—especially
criteria used in the Phase I Field Trials—relative
to DSM-IV-TR criteria was striking. High speci-
ficity is a desirable trait for the new DSM-5 ASD

iagnosis, reducing the likelihood that individu-
ls without ASD are inappropriately given the
iagnosis. However, the improved specificity of
SM-5 criteria to ASD raises the possibility that,

f adopted, some individuals meeting criteria for
SM-IV-TR may not meet DSM-5 criteria. Stud-

es examining youth with autism symptoms who
o not meet full DSM-5 Phase I Field Trials and
urrently proposed DSM-5 criteria are needed
o determine whether the newly planned So-
ial Communication Disorder captures all of
hese youth or whether some youth with high-
unctioning ASD might be misclassified. Revision
nd phase II testing of DSM-5 criteria should
ontinue to include sensory sensitivities/unusual
ensory interests and subtler SCI symptoms to
aximize sensitivity to high-functioning ASD.

he possibility of requiring two or more specific
ymptoms per criterion (as specified in Phase I
ield Trials criteria) should also be re-examined,
s this appeared to improve specificity substan-
ially over the currently proposed criteria.

The primary limitations of this study are as
ollows: use of a self-selected Internet registry,
omparison with caregiver-designated non-
SD siblings, mapping of caregiver-reports of
utism symptoms to diagnostic criteria, and
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reliance on clinical ASD diagnoses. The IAN
Internet registry is not representative of all
families affected by ASD. However, the na-
tional scope and large size of this registry make
it preferable to smaller community samples
that limit generalizability and preclude exam-
ining hybrid FM models. Replication in popu-
lation samples will be important for estimating
the base rate and demographic characteristics
of ASD. Very large population samples (N �
10,000) will be needed to ensure a sufficient
number of ASD cases are captured and to limit
the influence of ascertainment biases on the
detection of low-base-rate latent classes.

Non-ASD siblings are not equivalent to a
clinical comparison sample. For this reason, the
specificity values obtained may overestimate val-
ues seen in typical clinical assessment situations
in which many cases mimicking ASD may pres-
ent. However, the sibling comparison group may
provide a reasonable approximation to the heter-
ogeneous presentations often seen in clinical
practice. Specifically, this group included a sub-
stantial proportion of individuals with other de-
velopmental concerns, including language delay,
characteristics of the broad autism phenotype,43

ADHD, anxiety, and intellectual disability. Fur-
thermore, analyses of this subsample identified a
small proportion of caregiver-designated non-
ASD siblings as falling in the ASD category.
Thus, it is possible that diagnostic efficiency may
actually be underestimated. Regardless, the aim
of the present study was to compare the relative
efficiency of different iterations of diagnostic
criteria rather than absolute values that would
mirror those obtained in clinical settings. Phase II
Field Trials and additional studies using clinical
comparison samples will be needed to provide
clinically realistic absolute values.

Clinical ASD diagnoses are not as reliable and
valid as diagnoses based on gold-standard semi-
structured research interviews or observational
instruments. However, these diagnoses were of-
ten based on gold-standard measures, and avail-
able data suggest that clinical diagnoses in IAN
are quite accurate.42 To circumvent the limita-
tions of this diagnostic proxy, we also included
FM-based empirical classifications. The consis-
tency of findings across these surrogates is reas-
suring and implies that many of the present
findings may also apply to gold-standard ASD

diagnoses. a
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Mapping caregiver reports of symptoms on
the SRS and SCQ to diagnostic criteria is also a
limitation. The SCQ and SRS items may not have
been mapped optimally, and/or the items them-
selves may not adequately capture the targeted
diagnostic criteria. It is possible that inclusion of
clinical observation and judgment or other clini-
cal information such as adaptive impairment
would have improved sensitivity to ASD without
the need to alter the proposed DSM-5 algorithm.

owever, caregiver report is often a crucial as-
ect of a thorough diagnostic evaluation and it is
ometimes difficult to elicit accurate historical
nformation for early-life ASD symptoms.54

Thus, assessment approaches that lean heavily
on caregiver-report in determining ASD may
benefit from relaxing of DSM-5 Phase I Field
Trials criteria. Relaxed criteria should also be
considered in conjunction with adaptive impair-
ment to determine the simplest, most efficient
criteria. Finally, it should also be noted that the
present findings do not prima facie imply that
DSM-IV-TR diagnoses should be lumped. It is
possible that retaining a separate diagnosis or a
specific diagnostic modifier for particular cases
(such as individuals previously diagnosed with
Asperger’s disorder) might be clinically useful if
these cases were found to have a different course,
prognosis, or treatment response.

Despite these limitations, the present findings
provided a comprehensive validation of DSM-5
criteria and generated several promising leads
for future examinations of the DSM-5 algorithm.
Adopting relaxed DSM-5 Phase I Field Trials
criteria may substantially decrease false positive
diagnoses and simultaneously maintain or im-
prove identification of ASD cases. The impor-
tance of enhanced detection is magnified by
increasing recognition of the prevalence of ASD.
Many ASD cases will have their first, and possi-
bly only, point of contact in non-ASD specialty
settings.64 In these settings, clinicians without
xpertise in ASD are and will be called upon on
n increasing basis to make an appraisal of the
iagnosis, to initiate additional referral for spe-
ialty evaluation, and to provide preliminary
reatment recommendations while they await
iagnostic confirmation. Thus, improvements in
SD detection will be meaningful for all consum-

rs and providers, facilitating earlier and more
ppropriate intervention, diminishing inappro-
riate resource allocation, and reducing family

nd societal costs. &
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Questionnaire, SRS � Social Responsiveness Scale.

VALIDATION OF DSM-5 CRITERIA FOR AUTISM
TABLE S1 Sample and Items/Scale Set Included, and Pu
Analyses

Sample Item/S

Primary Analyses
Total available (N � 6,949) SRS – Subscales with

divided into four ite

Non-ASD siblings (N � 2,701) SRS subscales (same

Sensitivity Analyses
Total available (N � 14,200) SCQ items

Non-ASD siblings (N � 5,594) SCQ items

Verbal youth (N � 12,014) SCQ items

Females only (N � 4,013) SCQ items

Age �7 years (N � 6,821) SCQ items

Age�7 years (N � 7,379) SCQ items

Multiple incidence (N � 1,022) SCQ items

Note: ASD � autism spectrum disorder; SCQ � Social Communication
rpose of Primary and Secondary Latent Variable Model

cales Purpose

autistic mannerisms
ms sets

To evaluate categorical, dimensional,
and hybrid models of ASD
symptoms

as above) To determine whether a small ASD
category is identified; rule out rater
contrast effects as an explanation

Internal replication/extension of total
sample SRS above

Internal replication/extension of
sibling sample SRS above

Determine whether latent structure
was influenced by the presence of
non-verbal youth in the total
sample

Determine whether latent structure
was consistent in females

Determine whether latent structure
was consistent across age

Determine whether latent structure
was consistent across age

Determine whether multiple incidence
families have a different latent
structure
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FRAZIER et al.
TABLE S2 Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) and Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) Item Mapping to
DSM-IV-TR and Proposed DSM-5 Criteria

DSM-IV-TR SCQ Item No. SRS Item No.

Social Interaction
a 26, 27, 33 16
b 19, 36, 37, 39, 40
c 28, 29, 30
d 9, 10, 31, 32 6

Communication
a 22, 23, 24, 25
b 2, 20 13
c 3, 4, 5, 6
d 21, 34, 35 40

Restricted, Repetitive, Stereotyped Behavior
a 11, 13 39
b 7, 8 24
c 15, 16
d 12, 14

Proposed DSM-5 SCQ Item No. SRS Item no.

Social Communication and Interaction
1 2, 9, 20, 28, 30, 31, 34, 37, 38, 40 33, 10, 53
2 10, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 55
3 4, 19, 36, 39 52

Restricted, Repetitive Behavior
1 3, 5, 6, 12, 15, 16
2 7, 8 24
3 11, 13, 18
4 14 42, 63

Note: This table depicts scale items that were used to cover the respective DSM-IV and proposed DSM-5 criterion sets, preferentially drawing from the SCQ,
and incorporating SRS items as necessary to ensure complete coverage of each criterion domain. This was done to bias the item algorithms toward
DSM-IV-TR and ensure that improvements in sensitivity and specificity using DSM-5 criteria were not due to item selection. Many additional SRS items
relate to the constructs encompassed by DSM-IV and DSM-5. The specific symptom criteria for DSM-5 criteria are not listed but can be viewed at

http://www.dsm5.org.
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VALIDATION OF DSM-5 CRITERIA FOR AUTISM
TABLE S3 Sensitivity and Specificity of DSM-IV-TR and Iterations of DSM-5 Criteria to Clinical Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) Diagnosis Across Relevant Demographic and Clinical Subsamples

Clinical ASD Diagnosis

Sensitivity Specificity

Youth aged <7 years
DSM-IV-TR 0.95 0.84
DSM-5: Field Trial Phase I 0.78 0.98
DSM-5: Relaxed Algorithm (1 less criterion) 0.92 0.95
DSM-5: One Symptom Per Criterion 0.95 0.89
Youth aged >7 years
DSM-IV-TR 0.96 0.87
DSM-5: Field Trial Phase I 0.85 0.97
DSM-5: Relaxed Algorithm (1 less criterion) 0.94 0.95
DSM-5: One Symptom Per Criterion 0.97 0.92
Females
DSM-IV-TR 0.96 0.87
DSM-5: Field Trial Phase I 0.78 0.98
DSM-5: Relaxed Algorithm (1 less criterion) 0.91 0.96
DSM-5: One Symptom Per Criterion 0.95 0.92
Verbal Youth
DSM-IV-TR 0.95 0.87
DSM-5: Field Trial Phase I 0.81 0.97
DSM-5: Relaxed Algorithm (1 less criterion) 0.93 0.95
DSM-5: One Symptom Per Criterion 0.96 0.91
Multiple-Incidence Families
DSM-IV-TR 0.91 0.81
DSM-5: Field Trial Phase I 0.73 0.95
DSM-5: Relaxed Algorithm (1 less criterion) 0.87 0.92
DSM-5: One Symptom Per Criterion 0.92 0.83

Note: DSM-5: Field Trials refers to Phase I Field Trials criteria that require two symptoms per criterion. DSM-5: Relaxed Algorithm (one less criterion) refers
to relaxed Phase I Field Trials criteria with the modification that one less criterion from either social communication/interaction or restricted, repetitive
behavior is required for diagnosis. DSM-5: One Symptom Per Criterion refers to the currently proposed DSM-5 criteria that require only one symptom

per criterion.
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